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A load cluster management system using SNMP and
web

By Myung-Sup Kim,Ł†Mi-Joung Choi and James W. Hong

Clustered servers for Internet service is a popular solution to cope with the
explosive increase in client requests. The high probability of service failure
in cluster servers make the cluster management system necessary to
provide high availability and convenient administrator control. In this
paper, we present the design and implementation of a load cluster
management system (LCMS) based on SNMP and Web technology. Our
LCMS implementation has been deployed on a commercial ultra-dense
server. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Introduction

A n Internet server farm1,2,10 using load
balancing is one solution to the enor-
mous growth of requests to Internet

server systems. This solution will have wide-
ranging ramifications for the set-up of high-
performance Internet service sites because of sev-
eral attractive features. It is a very cost-effective
solution. We can compose a load cluster system
using off-the-shelf and low-price computers. It also
provides good scalability and extendibility, so we
can easily add a single server into a load cluster
group to increase service throughput, and remove
a single point of failure during its operation. From
a client viewpoint, a load cluster group is consid-
ered to be a single powerful system with a single
hostname and IP address. It is not necessary to

change in the client side to obtain service from a
load cluster group.

There are several implementation methods to
construct an Internet load cluster system, which
includes a dispatcher approach,10 – 12 a parallel
filtering approach,7 and a round-robin Domain
Name Server (RR-DNS) approach.2 – 5 But RR-DNS
and parallel filtering cannot consider the current
exact workload of real servers in the cluster
farm for a real server selection algorithm. Other
problems arise, such as the difficulty in detecting
a single server fault and recovery. Further, in the
RR-DNS approach, the catching in local DNS has a
locality problem28 where all requests from hosts
at a single domain are forwarded to a single
server, so it can be easily overloaded. In the
dispatcher approach, all requests from the clients
are caught by a single host and are forwarded to
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the appropriate host. The best examples of this
type are the L4 switch6,7 and the Linux Virtual
Server (LVS).8 – 12 This type of load cluster system is
widely used because of its good performance and
throughput.

To operate this kind of load cluster system,
supporting a fault tolerant and stable service is
very in efficient. The efficient use of resources is
also a key point in the design of a load cluster
management system. A cluster server is a set of
low-performance machines such of PCs but this
provides high performance as an Internet server.
The possibility of a single server failure is greater
than one single server system. In the case of
failure of a real server or a load balancer, a highly
available cluster management system reconfigures
the cluster farm by removing this failed host in the
service group or replacing the activity with another
host, so the service to the client continues. Much
research on the load cluster management system
focuses on automatic cluster configuration only,
and resource management is not efficient, and the
high availability (HA) functionality is separated
from the cluster management system.

In this paper, we first discuss the requirements
of the load cluster management system and design
a load cluster management system which provides
efficient resource management and good HA
features. We have implemented our LCMS on a
Linux platform using SNMP, Java and Web. Our
LCMS implementation has been used tested on
a commercial ultra-dense server called Netstech
EnterFLEX 2100.29

The organization of this paper is as follows.
In the next section we present an overview
of the load cluster system and discuss some
related work on cluster management systems. In
the third section we discuss the requirements
of the load cluster management system. In the
fourth section we present the design of a load
cluster management system supporting HA and
good reliability in detail. In the fifth section we
present implementation issues. In the final section
we summarize our work and discuss possible
future work.

Related Work
In this section, we discuss some related work

on cluster management. First, we present an

example of a cluster system, LVS, and then
some existing load cluster management systems
and super cluster management systems. We also
compare weak and strong points of the systems.

—Linux Virtual Server—

One example of a load cluster system using the
dispatcher approach is the Linux Virtual Server
(LVS).8 – 12 The LVS consists of one load balancer
and several real servers. The load balancer receives
all requests from clients and distributes them to a
real server using an appropriate scheduling algo-
rithm, such as round-robin (RR), weighted round-
robin (WRR), least-connection (LC) or weighted
least-connection (WLC). Three types of IP load bal-
ancing techniques (packet forwarding methods)
exist together in the LinuxDirector (load balancer).
They are virtual server via network address trans-
lation (NAT), virtual server via IP tunneling, and
virtual server via direct routing. The parallel ser-
vices of real servers can be made to appear as a
virtual server on a single IP address, so that the
end users see a virtual server, not a cluster of
servers. Scheduling granularity is per connection,
which can create a sound load balance among the
servers. This type of IP-level load balancing is bet-
ter than application-level load balancing, such as
reverse-proxy. Figure 1 illustrates an example of
LVS service architecture.

—Load Cluster Management System—

In this section, we discuss two of the most
popular load cluster management systems that are
currently available in the market: Turbo Cluster
Server 620 from TurboLinux and RedHat HA Server
(Piranha)21 from RedHat.

Turbo Cluster Server 6 provides a good con-
figuration tool and has a powerful and well-
categorized menu system. It also provides a useful
tool: a data synchronization module between real
servers. Further, it provides a simple web-based
configuration and status display tools. However,
the configuration menu is consol-based, so a new
user cannot easily learn how to operate it. The
alarm notification functionality is not provided in
this cluster management system.

Using Piranha, we can construct two types
of cluster systems: Fail-Over Service (FOS) and

Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2002; 12:367–378
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Figure 1. LVS service architecture

Linux Virtual Server (LVS). It provides Web-
and Windows-based configuration tools. But these
tools are dedicated only to configuration func-
tionality and provide a primitive monitoring and
status-reporting menus. The current version of
Piranha does not support alarm notification and
log files.

Most CMS architectures are based on the man-
ager/agent paradigm and use their own communi-
cation protocols between a manager and an agent.

M ost CMS architectures are based on
the manager/agent paradigm and use

their own communication protocols between
a manager and an agent.

Turbo Cluster Server 6 and Piranha are a
distributed configuration system. Both are very
weak in status monitoring and lack a reporting
mechanism.

—Super Cluster Management
System—

In this section, we discuss a super cluster
management system (CMS). Generally, CMS is an

interface to a cluster of computers, which is used for
executing parallel programs in a high-performance
cluster system using a parallel processing library
such as MPI.17 Until now, we could not locate
any integrated management system for the load
cluster system, such as CMS on a high-performance
cluster. Our LCMS is based on CMS in the
basic idea and modified the functionality and
management model.

Recently, many CMSs have been proposed and
developed. Most CMS architectures are based on
the manager/agent paradigm14,15 and use their
own communication protocols between a manager
and an agent. A specific CMS15,16 is developed to
manage a specialized target, such as an NT cluster,
but this specialized system causes a portability
problem. The main functions of CMS are status
monitoring and job assignments, which do not
consider fail-over in the case of a single system
failure. GUI-based user interfaces are typically
implemented on a Windows application, so the
administrator can access and control a cluster
system using only a specified computer on which
CMS is running. The existing CMS for load
balancing mainly focuses on HA functionality
to provide a stable service. Therefore, cluster
configuration and status monitoring was not
considered. Table 1 illustrates the comparison
of several super and load cluster management
systems. The load cluster management system
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CEO JobCoNTrol NCSA
Symera

Turbo
Cluster

Piranha

Management
type

Distributed Distributed Distributed Centralized Centralized

Communication
Method

Proprietary Proprietary DCOM Proprietary Proprietary

Manager
interface

GUI GUI GUI Consol/Web GUI/Web

Managed
target

UNIX/ Windows NT Windows Linux Linux

Windows Windows Windows

Cluster type HPC HPC HPC LBC LBC

Cluster X X X O O

Configuration

Fault tolerant X X O O O

Resource
management

O O O X X

Portability O X X X X

Table 1. Comparison of cluster management system

(LCMS) presented in this paper is an integrated
system with all functionalities to operate a load
cluster system. LCMS should provide three major
functionalities: load cluster configuration, high
availability, current and past cluster system status
monitoring. Next, we consider these functional
requirements for LCMS in more detail.

Requirements
Before considering LCMS design, we should

discuss the functional requirements of LCMS. We
offer this discussion as a guideline for further
LCMS designs. These requirements should be
applicable to all types of load cluster systems
and should not be biased towards a certain
implementation method. We categorize LCMS
requirements into six types:

ž Efficient Resource Management: This require-
ment concerns host management and clus-
ter group management. In host management,
LCMS should be able to store the informa-
tion about hosts that are members of a load
cluster group. The information can include
the host name, the IP address, CPU type,
memory size, etc. When a new cluster group

or service group is created, this information
should be stored. The LCMS should manage
all this information and provide a method to
lookup or update host and cluster information
to administrators.

ž Load Cluster Configuration: A cluster group
consists of two or more hosts where one host
acts as a load balancer and the others as
real servers. Further, there can be a dedicated
backup server in a cluster group. LCMS should
provide a way to assign a role to each host
when a new load cluster group is created or
an already existing cluster group is modified
or deleted. And an administrator should be
able to check the current status of each host
and cluster group.

ž High Availability: This can be the main
functionality of LCMS for a fault-tolerant
service. LCMS should check the current state
of each host in a cluster group. If a host in a
cluster group fails it should recover by load
cluster reconfiguration. Reconfiguration can
be executed by removing or replacing a failed
host with a new one.

ž Effective management Interface: LCMS should
provide GUI-based cluster configuration and
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a visualized status monitoring method for
management convenience.

ž Security: All administrator, host and cluster
information should be stored safely and a user
authentication method should be provided.
Only an authorized administrator should
access the management system. Another secu-
rity issue on LCMS is that the communication
between manager component and agent com-
ponent should be secured.

ž Minimization of Management Overhead:
Management functionality is important but is
not the main function of a load cluster system.
Therefore, LCMS should not create high
network overhead. Management overheads
should be distributed among hosts in the
cluster group so as not to overburden a
specific host.

System Design of Lcms
Figure 2 is an overall architecture of our Load

Cluster Management System (LCMS), which is
designed to satisfy the requirements we discussed
in the previous section. Our LCMS consists of three
kinds of manager: Load Cluster (LC) Manager,
Load Balancer (LB) Manager and Real Server (RS)

Manager. These three managers have different
functionalities and are distributed among hosts
in the cluster. This LCMS is designed for the
dispatcher types of load cluster.

The LC manager is responsible for configuration.
To store host and cluster information, an informa-
tion repository is used. Administrator information
is also stored in this repository. An administrator
can add and remove a host into the information
repository through the web interface provided by
the LC manager and can make a new load cluster
group and modify or delete an existing load cluster
group. The LB manager is responsible for status
monitoring of each cluster group. It periodically
checks the status of the load balancer in each cluster
group. When a load balancer is down or does not
work well for some reason, the LB manager chooses
one among all real servers in the cluster group and
set this real server as a load balancer. This real
server works as the load balancer until the original
load balancer wakes up and plays its role again.

When an administrator creates a new cluster
group, he must select one host as a load balancer,
and the other hosts run as real servers. The
RS manager is running at the load balancer in
each cluster group. It is responsible for the HA
functionality. The RS manager periodically checks
whether each real server plays his role well or
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Figure 2. Load Cluster Management System
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not. If a real server fails, the RS manager removes
this host from the request-forwarding list in a load
balancer and includes this host again when this
host is running again.

All hosts that belong to a load cluster group have
an SNMP agent.19 There are two types of SNMP
agents: an RS agent and an LB agent. Between
a manager and an agent, the communication is
performed via SNMP over UDP, so LCMS reduces
network traffic for management functionality.

The manager interface is composed based on
the Web, so the manager can easily access the
LCMS from any computer connected to the Internet
and perform all management functions, such as
displaying historical data, as well as the current
status of each host and cluster.

—LC/LB Manager Architecture—

Cluster configuration and resource management
are the main roles of the LC manager, which is
illustrated in Figure 3. The administrator and host
are resources to be managed by the LC manager.
The information of these resources is stored in
the Information Repository (IR). The LC manager

provides a web-based UI for user authentication,
resource management, and cluster configuration.

As an Information Repository the LC manager
uses a database. In the following subsection, we
discuss in detail how host and cluster information
is stored in the IR. The LC manager and DB
server can be located in different hosts, which
gives workload distribution.

There are three main components in the LC man-
ager: a status monitor, an information manager,
and a configuration manager. The configuration
manager is responsible for the creation and dele-
tion of a load cluster group, and uses SNMP to
communicate with each host and SQL to store clus-
ter information. The cluster configuration sequence
is as follows. First, the administrator views the host
list stored in the IR with the assistance of the infor-
mation manager. Next, the administrator selects a
set of hosts and selects one host as a load balancer
to create a new cluster group. Next, the adminis-
trator can create one or more service groups in that
cluster group. A host cannot belong to more than
two cluster groups. Figure 4 illustrates the cluster
and service assignment to hosts in the IR.

Role assignment to each host is made by SNMP.
The agent receives SNMP packets and sets the
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Figure 4. Cluster and service group construction

system to begin its service. All actions by the
administrator are recorded into a log file and also
are viewed in a web client.

The role of the status monitor in the LB manager
is to check the status of a load balancer in each clus-
ter group and take appropriate action when one is
down or malfunctions. All significant actions are
recorded in a log file and load balancer malfunc-
tions are reported to the administrator by e-mail.

—Information Repository Structure—

To store and maintain host and cluster informa-
tion we used the DB as an Information Repository.
The data stored in the LCMS information repos-
itory can be categorized into three groups. One
concerns administrator information, the second,
host information and the last, cluster group infor-
mation.

The tables in Figure 5 indicate the attributes
of each information group. Host information has
several attributes, such as host name, CPU type,
memory size, etc. When the administrator adds
a new host to an LCMS, the host information is
gathered from the newly added host by SNMP,
and stored in the DB table. Because one load cluster
group can have several service groups and one

service group can have several real servers, there
are three tables to indicate cluster information.

—RS Manager Architecture—

The RS manager illustrated in Figure 6 is running
at a load balancer in a load cluster group, which is
executed when a cluster group is defined and an
administrator decides a host as a load balancer. To
accomplish this, the LC manager sends a SNMP
request message to set the host as a load balancer.

The functions of the RS manager is to monitor
the up-to-date status of all real servers in which
the service daemon, such as a web server or a
streaming server, is running to provide its services
to the client. If a real server fails, it removes the real
server in its load cluster group and reconfigures the
load balancer. This periodic check of the real server
state is performed using the SNMP protocol. The
SNMP agent in a real server has a module to check
the service state of the real server. By this SNMP
communication for monitoring the real server,
LCMS can reduce network bandwidth overhead
and distribute the management workload to hosts
in the load cluster group. Another advantage of this
manager/agent architecture is that the manager
can obtain the exact up-to-date workload of all
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Figure 5. Tables in information repository
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real servers, such as CPU usage, memory usage,
the number of current service connections, and
outgoing network bandwidth. This information
can be used for the request packet-scheduling job.
To monitor all real servers, the RS manager uses
the RS MIB.

From the time the RS manager is executed, the
status of all real servers is periodically monitored
and the status data is stored in log files. When
a real server fails, the alarm module executes by
sending e-mail to the administrator and a message
to the LB manager.

—LCMS Agent—

In the LCMS architecture, two types of agents
perform different tasks. This corresponds to two
types of managers: an RS agent and an LB
agent. If a host acts as a load balancer, the LB
agent runs on this host. If a host runs as a real
server, the RS agent is executed. Every host has
the potential to be a load balancer and a real
server, and all agents should be able to run in
all hosts. The role of each host in a load cluster
group is assigned by the manager through an

Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2002; 12:367–378
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SNMP message. The agent should be able to
set its local host as a load balancer and a real
server.

From the consideration of these special features
in a load cluster system, the LCMS MIB is defined.
Figure 7 shows the LB MIB in the LCMS MIB. When
the LC manager assigns a role to a host, the agent
sets the agentType field in the generalInfo category
with the value of 0, 1, 2 and 3. If the agentType field
is set to 1, the OIDs under the load balance are
only meaningful and the host is running as a load
balancer. In the same manner, if a host is running
as a real server, the OIDs under the real server
is meaningful, the backup server and the value of
agentType is 2.

In one cluster group, one or more services can be
created, as in Figure 4. The load balancer in a cluster
group can provide more than one service, such as
web service, FTP service, and streaming service.
Therefore, the real server group can differ from
each service. We defined two MIB tables to store
service information and real service information in
a single load balancer. By the attribute rsSrIndex
in the realServerTable the relationship between real
server and service can be found, which is illustrated
in Figure 7.

In the current version of LCMS MIB, the security
check between the manager and the agent is
performed by SNMP v1 community name.19 This is

intended to be replaced to the user-based security
model in SNMPv318 in our next version of LCMS.

—High Availability and Resource
Management—

The RS manager and the LB manager are
responsible for processing faults in the cluster
group. The RS manager takes action when a real
server fails to perform its assigned service, as
presented in the previous section. Next, we discuss
in more detail how the RS and the LB manager
operate when a fault occurs in a host.

First, when a real server has a fault, the RS
manager detects it and removes this host among a
request-forwarding list in a load balancer, and
reports to the LB manager. The LB manager
updates IR that this host is down. Afterwards,
the RS manager and the LB manager periodically
check this host until this host wakes up again.
When this host wakes up, the RS manager reports
to the LB manager. Then the LB manager reads
the role assigned to this host from IR and send
SNMP message for the job assignment. Also, the LB
manager can detect that this host wakes up again.
If the RS manager has sent a message already,
then the LB manager does nothing. But if the RS
manager has not sent a message the LB manager

Figure 7. LB MIB in LCMS MIB
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performs the job assignment action on this host. In
this way, we increased the HA by two managers
checking the status of a dead real server.

Second, when a load balancer is dead, the LB
manager selects a host that does the least services
and has the smallest workload among all real
servers in the cluster group. Then the LB manager
assigns the role of a load balancer to that real
server. During that time the real server works as
a load balancer not as a real server. When the
original real server wakes up again, the role is
assigned back to the original. Among a cluster
group, there is no redundant backup server. We
increased the efficiency of the resource usage. In
our cluster composition architecture, there is no
dedicated backup server for a load balancer. That
means any real server can function as a backup
server when a load balancer fault occurs.

LCMS Implementation
Using this design architecture, we have devel-

oped LCMS, which is deployed on a commer-
cial ultra-dense server called Netstech EnterFLEX
2100.29 The software is called EnterFLEX Cluster
Manager.

For LCMS, we used MySQL DB25 as an informa-
tion repository, which runs in the same machine
as the LC manager. The UCD-SNMP and its exten-
sion are used to make an LB and RS agent at
each host. The SNMP agent is programmed using
C language. All managers and user interfaces are
developed with Java and JSP. We used the joeS-
NMP library26 provided by OpenNMS for SNMP
communication between manager and agent. The
LC manager is made usually in the form of JSP,
and RS manager and LB manager is made of a Java
application and JSP.

We used JSP, Applet, and Servlet for the user
interface. Tomcat 3.2.127 is used as a JSP engine, and
Apache web server is used as front-end web server.
We have selected Java/JSP for LCMS because it is
flexible, portable, easy to develop, and has a rich
class APIs.

To validate our LCMS, we first developed a
streaming service cluster system using a Linux
Virtual Server. The streaming service on the
Internet is performed by two server types. One
is by a web server and the other is a specialized
streaming server. The Windows Media Player from

Microsoft,22 Real Server from Real Networks23 and
Quicktime Server from Apple24 are generally used
in the current Internet environment. We set up a
streaming service cluster supporting these three
kinds of media formats and two types of servers in
the Linux environment. We used a direct routing
method of LVS load balancing. We used an NFS
file server to store all stream media files, which is
shared among all real servers. The Apache server
and the streaming server are used on the real
server side. Streaming service web page has been
developed using JSP in JAVA.

The screen shots in Figure 8 show selected user
interfaces of the streaming service we developed,
and the screen shots in the bottom are LCMS user
interfaces for information repository operation and
new cluster generation.

Conclusion and Future Work
The load cluster system is a cost-effective

solution to construct a high-performance Internet
service. As deployment ratios of the load cluster
system increase year after year, we need a good
management solution. In this paper, we proposed a
new management method for a load cluster system,
which is based on SNMP, the Web and DB.

T he load cluster system is a cost-effective
solution to construct a high-performance

Internet service.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.
The first contribution is management workload
distribution. In this type of dispatcher method, a
load balancer can be easily overloaded and can
be a single point of failure. Our proposed LCMS
reduces the HA workload in a load balancer by
separating HA functionality into an RS manager
and an RS agent. The second contribution is that
LCMS minimizes the network bandwidth needed
for management functions using SNMP. Our last
contribution is to efficiently manage the host and
load cluster information using an information
repository. LCMS follows the current trend of web-
based user interface for manager convenience.

Our future work is as follows. It is necessary
to measure the exact workload of our LCMS, and
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compare it with other load cluster management
systems. This LCMS is designed and developed
over the dispatcher approach of load balancing, so
we plan to apply this LCMS to other types of load
balancing technique. We also plan to apply the
management information into a request packet-
scheduling algorithm. We anticipate that the load
balancer will use this information as CPU load,
memory usage, and current network bandwidth,
that a client requests and service workload will be
more equally distributed among real servers.
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